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Why Exercise Is Wise 

Post Test – June 2023 
 

Please keep this test and certificate in your files for Licensing. 
You do not need to send it in to our office or the State. 

 

 
 

1. Getting the right amount of exercise can rev up your energy levels and 
even help improve your __________.     

2.  When you exercise, your body makes ___________ that help you feel 
good.  Exercise lower your chance of depression and decreases feelings 
of ______________.     

3. Exercising regularly can help prevent weight gain, type 2 diabetes heart 
disease and high blood pressure. 
True or False? 

4. Exercise can improve brain health and reduce the chance of getting 
____________.  (a brain disease that causes memory loss)  

5. _____________  exercise is any type of exercise that gets the heart 
pumping and gets you breathing harder.  

6. The heart isn’t the only muscle to benefit from regular exercise.  When 
you use your muscles, they become ____________.      

7. For abdominal and core strength, you can’t beat pull-ups, push-ups, 
squats and leg raises. 
True or False?    

8. Exercise can also help the body stay ____________, meaning that your 
muscles and joints stretch and bend easily.   

9. Everyone can benefit from moving more and sitting less, even those 
with ________________ or medical problems like asthma.   

10. If you are new to exercise, start with a few minutes a day and slowly 
build to the recommended amount of at least _____  minutes .  
  

 
May 2023 Quiz Answers. 1.6/9  2.Weight  3.True  4.Obese 5.Muscle/Fat  
6.Calories  7.False  8.Angry/Comforting  9.Active 10.Low-Fat 
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June 2023:  Why Exercise Is Wise 

 
A SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE 

(Quiz on reverse side must be completed for certificate to be valid) 
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